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Company
NIRP International “Les Roses du Succès” is a worldwide leading Company in the field of
research, breeding, selection and marketing of new cut rose and garden rose varieties.
Established 40 years ago, Nirp has been able, over the years, to conquer a large market
share thanks to a tradition made of professionalism and passion.
Nirp varieties are highly appreciated on all the markets for their agronomical, aesthetical and commercial performances.

The Sites
NIRP HeadQuarters is located at Cuers, in the South of France, a small
town situated in a traditional agricultural area,“le Var”.
In this site the General Direction together with the Administration Offices and the Commercial Department for the european garden roses
sector are based.
NIRP is also based in Italy, at Bevera di Ventimiglia, on the Italian Riviera very near to the French border.
In this site, on a surface of about 2 hectares, takes place the whole
research and breeding program for cut roses, garden roses and pot
roses.

The People
The Italian Property and Direction (the Ghione Family has been
working in the rose business for three generations) together with
the Italian-French Management, assure the best know-how of two
pioneer Countries in the field of Floriculture.
NIRP International has a very professional team and, to serve its
clients and achieve the local needs better, the Company has
agents, representatives and partners in Europe, America, Africa, Asia
and Oceania.

“NIRP International” Rose Varieties
NIRP International has a wide range of garden rose varieties for each typology
today requested by the market: Large flower - HT, Cluster, Shrub, Ground Cover,
Climbing and Miniature, in a very large assortment of different colors!
The catalogue of NIRP garden roses includes varieties bred by NIRP and varieties
of third breeders, edited by NIRP International (for which NIRP has a worldwide
exclusive commercial licence). Editing a variety means to choose only the best
new codes of the best breeders. For this reason, NIRP has established a strong
cooperation with some of the most important garden rose breeders of the latest
years, especially the french Mr. Michel Adam and Mr. Bernard Sauvageot.
Our varieties are between the most awarded at the International Rose Trials Competitions around the World (Bagatelle, Orleans, Lyon, Nantes, Saverne, Aja, Baden-Baden, Geneva, Le Roeulx, Hradec Kralove, Glasgow, Madrid,
Barcelona, Rome, Monza, and others).
Nirp has noted that the demand of really new garden roses, does not come only from the producers, the distributors and garden centres, but
it recently also comes from the final customers that are more and more demanding. This is why NIRP is happy to present its 6 NEW RANGES
that will give great satisfaction on different aspects: many new varieties in each typology of roses, exciting colours, amazing fragrances, very
good resistance to diseases and beautiful recurrent flowerings.
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Research & Breeding
NIRP International “Les Roses du Succès” has been
devoting for many years important human, financial
and technological resources to the research, breeding,
selection of new cut rose and garden rose varieties.
The breeding program (developed and followed by Andrea
Mansuino), is at the moment one of the largest of any
ornamentals’ breeder in the world. This program is entirely
managed through a tailor made software, in perpetual
improvement thanks to the constant interaction between
the breeders and the software developments.
Every year, on the different breeding lines (cut roses, garden
roses and landscape roses), a total of approximately
40.000 crossings are performed and 400.000 seeds are
produced and grown for selection.

Selection
The codes are grown in a very organized way in testing and pre-commercial
areas, subject to a strict supervision. Starting from the third year of selection,
the bests codes are sent to our partners in different climatic areas for further
evaluations.
During the five years (minimum period for an evaluation) following the
breeding year, Nirp International’s hybridizers, commercial managers, the
technicians, the local and international agents, the major customers and
trademen, come to the definitive decision for the commercial launching.
On an initial population of some hundreds
thousands seedlings, every year only few
codes receive a name and are patented
worldwide, to become a commercial
variety for the national and international
market.

Protection
NIRP International protects its creations through Plants’ Breeders Rights and Registered Trade Marks. Such IP rights are then licensed to rose
growers and propagators through commercial agreements.
NIRP International owns a significant portfolio of Breeders’ Rights in all the main UPOV Countries, such as the whole EU Countries (France, Italy,
Germany, Holland, Poland, Hungary, etc.) Russia, Ecuador, Colombia, China, Japan, Australia, South Africa, Brasil, etc.
NIRP International also protects its commercial names through international Trade Marks based on the Madrid Convention.The whole IP (Intellectual
Property) portfolio is managed through a fully integrated software in order to make sure that the IP management and the maintainance of the IP
titles are constantly under control.

Anti - Infringement (Anti Piracy)
NIRP International is fighting a real battle against the illegal exploitaiton of its IP rights worldwide by all juridical instruments on the basis of the
different national and international legislations and treaties.
High financial and human resources are devoted for such activity especially in the main production and market Countries.
NIRP International is also proud to be member of CIOPORA (the International community of breeders of asexually reproduced ornamental and fruittree varieties), and gives its active contribution to the activities of legislations improvements, anti infringement strategies and safeguard of IP rights
in the field of ornamentals.
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Christenings
When a beautiful new rose variety is selected to be introduced on the market, NIRP International always would love to give it a very special name on the other
hand, an increasing number of celebrities would love to have a garden rose by their names. Discover what happens when NIRP roses and VIP meet each other.
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GRUAUD LAROSE®

GOLDEN AGE®

SWEET DELIGHT®

LA COTE D'EMERAUDE®

ANNE VANDERLOVE®

LA ROSE DES IMPRESSIONNISTES®

TRESOR DU JARDIN®

PARFUM ROYAL®

CHATEAUBRIAND®

CATHERINE LABORDE®

PARFUM DE NANTES®

PARFUM DE GRASSE®

ECLAT DE HAUTE BRETAGNE®

REPUBBLICA DI SAN MARINO®

EVELYNE DHELIAT®

Exhibitions
NIRP International is happy to participate to all the most important Floriculture & Garden Exhibitions in the world in order to show its varieties and
latest introductions and meet its customers and partners.

Fields Days
In Spring-Summer Nirp organizes 'Open Fields Days' in its garden selections centres, located in France (Douè la Fontaine and Liffrè), in
Germany, Holland and Italy.
All customers are invited to see the latest varieties introduced, the pre-commercial varieties and many new hybrids in advanced test phase.

International Rose Trials Competitions
NIRP International always participates with its garden rose varieties to the most important "rose trials" of the world: Bagatelle, Orleans, Lyon,
Nantes, Saverne, Aja, Baden-Baden, Geneva, Le Roeulx, Hradec Kralove, Glasgow, Madrid, Barcelona, Rome, Monza, and others.

LYON

BAGATELLE

BADEN-BADEN

BADEN-BADEN

MONZA

DEN HAAG
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Large Flowered Bush Roses
Very Scented!

T

he range NIRPARFUM includes Hybrid Tea varieties with a very strong, pleasant
fragrance.
Amoung these, fruity scents (such as peach, apricot, pear, strawberry, prune, orange and
lemon) on bases of vanilla, honey, anis, violet, cinnamon. The choice of colours is very
wide, from the most delicate to the brightest.
The colour of the flowers contrasts agreeably with the dark green, very glossy foliage.
These elegant roses (doubles or semi-doubles) bloom mainly in solitary, or in small groups
(2/3) at the end of long, erect and usually not very thorny stems.
The flowering is very recurrent and continuous from May until frost. These varieties have
an erect, bushy shape and their height can vary from 70 to 120 cm. The varieties of the
NIRPARFUM range are in general very resistant to diseases.
USE. Isolated, in clumps. These Hybrid Tea varieties look best when massed in groups
of 5 to 7 plants of the same type. In a large bed you can alternate groups of roses based
on colour.
The varieties of the NIRPARFUM range produce beautiful flowers that can be cut
for floral arrangements: the beauty and the fragrance of these roses
is enjoyable in the garden and at home!
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Ragazza®

W
NE

Adalekov

70/80 CM

N. 80/90

50/60 CM

2018 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Honour Prize of the Casino of Baden-Baden

13-14 CM

Large flowered bush rose big and full flowers (80/90 petals). It opens slowly
and reveals a very large majestic flower of a very delicate and elegant color.
The heart of the flower is baby pink, while the outside petals are white.
Intense, delicious, fruity scent. The dark green foliage is very resistant to
diseases. This rose has a regular and compact habit. Rose bush of easy
cultivation. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. In flower-beds, in clumps or with your favourite plants. Very good in
containers and pots. VERY SCENTED!

W
NE

Aubade®

Nirpanel

Large flowered bush rose. The flower, big and rich of petals (45/50), recalls
the old roses. It opens slowly and reveals a very large majestic flower of a
warm yellow color. The rose spreads a strong scent of classic rose. The dark
green foliage is very resistant to diseases. Rose bush of easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots. These roses will delight you also in bouquets. VERY SCENTED!
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Gruaud Larose®

Adasimagruaud

W
NE

70/80 CM

N. 55

50 CM

13 CM

Large flowered bush rose, with romantic big and rich buds (50/60 petals) of
a sweet and elegant color: white-cream with light pink heart. Incomparable
romance and great femininity. Two exceptional qualities: its resistance
to diseases and a great perfume that was defined by professionals as
“incomparable floral and fruity aroma with notes of bergamot, green banana
and raspberry”. The flowers are carried by a bush with dark green and glossy
foliage. This large flowered bush rose, of an exceptional floribundity, will
delights us by its big and beautiful flowers. Very resistant rose bush of easy
cultivation. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Very good in containers and pots.
These roses will delight you also in romantic bouquets. VERY SCENTED!

Roberto Alagna®

Adarequatro

2018 ROMA, IT: Gold Medal - Ht
2018 ROMA, IT: Fragrance Prize
2018 NANTES, FR: Public Award
2018 NANTES, FR: Mention for Fragrance
2017 SAVERNE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2016 LYON, FR: R. R. Prize Rebloom and Resistanse
2016 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2016 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Bronze Medal
2016 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Wilhelm Kordes Memorial Award
2015 LYON, FR: 2° Prize - Ht

W
NE

70/80 CM

N. 30/40

60 CM

12 CM

Large flowered bush rose, with big two-tone, elegant flower, composed of
38/40 yellow petals hemmed with bright yellow and orange-red. Perfumers
have described the fragrance as “powerful, floral, rosal, with a fruity note
reminiscent of lychee, peach, apricot, mango, passion fruit, crowned by
a fresh note of citrus. In three words: floral, fruity, citrus, that is by far the
harmony that inspires perfumers the most”. Extraordinary foliage: intensely
dark and glossy green. Excellent behavior against the usual diseases of the
rose. Flowering from May to frosts. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. This rose bush of a regular and
compact port is ideally suited for the flowerpot. VERY FRAGRANT!

2016 AVIGNON (Alterarosa), FR: 1° Prize “Alterarosa” (Public Award)
2015 NANTES, FR: 1°Great International Fragrance Prize
2014 LYON, FR: 3° Prize - Ht
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The Pride®

W
NE

Nirplender

70/80 CM

N. 50/55

40/50 CM

2017 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Honour Prize of the Casino of Baden-Baden
2017 ROMA, IT:“Fragrance Prize”

14 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. The flowers (50/60 petals) are very
attractive thanks to their romantic shape and lavender color. The flower, rich
and globular, opens to reveal a flower with a sustained scent of a pleasant
freshness with fruity touches of grapefruit and lemon. This large flower will
also surprise you with its long lasting. It is carried by a strong bush. The
foliage of a very dark green resists well to diseases. Flowering from May to
frosts. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. VERY FRAGRANT!

Jingle Bells®

W
NE

Nirphobels

70/80 CM

N.30/40

40/50 CM

2019 LYON, FR: The Most Beautiful French Rose
2019 LYON, FR: Prize of the Horticultural High School Lyon - Dardilly
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10/11 CM

Large flowered bush rose.The big flowers (30/40 petals) are full, ball-shaped
and romantic. This rose is really unique for its rare and unusual violet-purple
color. The fragrance, that recalls the red fruits is very pleasant. The dark
green, strong and glossy foliage is very resistant to diseases. It blooms from
May until frost. This rose has a regular and compact habit. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots. These roses will
delight you also in bouquets. VERY SCENTED!

Sweet Delight®

Adalegski

90/100 CM

N. 30

40/50 CM

14 CM

Large flowered bush rose. Beautiful style and fragrance for this new variety.
The big flowers (30 petals) are composed of white petals with carmine pink
edges. This rose spreads an intense and delicious fragrance. It blooms from
May until frost. This rose is strong with beautiful dark green, glossy foliage.
Good disease resistance. Height: 90/100 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, beautiful for romantic bouquets. VERY SCENTED!

La Fontaine aux Perles®

2015 SNHF - GRAND PRIX DE LA ROSE, FR: 1° Prize SNHF - Gold Medal
2014 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Honour Prize of the Casino of Baden-Baden
2014 AVIGNON (Alterarosa), FR: 3° Prize “Alterarosa” (Public Award)
2014 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Bronze Medal
2013 BAGATELLE, FR: Fragrance Public Award
2013 LE ROEULX, BE: Fragrance Public Award
2013 LYON, FR: 3° Prize - Silver Medal
2012 NANTES, FR: The Great International Fragrance Prize

Adastridlo

100/150 CM

N. 70+

60 CM

15 CM

Large flowered bush rose. Its globular bud opens slowly in a large flower
with the romantic shape of the old roses. The flower, full of petals (more
than 70), is of a very romantic baby pink colour. This rose spreads a
pleasant fruity scent. The plant has strong branches. The foliage is also
super: dark green, glossy and very resistant to disease. Height: 100/150
cm.

2013 LYON, FR: 2° Prize
2013 MADRID, SP: Certificate of Merit
2012 SNHF - GRAND PRIX DE LA ROSE, FR: 1° Prize - Gold Medal

USE. Can be planted alone, in group or in flowering hedge.
The flower has a good vase life, perfect for scented bouquets.
VERY SCENTED!
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Anastasia®

100/120 CM

N. 30

40 CM

2017 ADR, DE:“ADR Rose 2017”
2017 ASHEVILLE, USA:“The Best Tea Hybrid”
2016 SAINT ALBANS, GB: Torridge Award
2016 SAINT ALBANS, GB: Certificate of Merit
2015 BARCELONA, ES: 1° Prize - Ht
2013 SNHF - GRAND PRIX DE LA ROSE, FR: 1° Prize
2012 ROMA, IT: 1° Prize - Gold Medal
2012 LYON, FR: 2° Prize
2012 MONZA, IT: 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2011 LE ROEULX, BE: Certificate of Merit

Adamariat

14 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The flowers (30/40 petals) are really elegant:
white with a slight amber yellow heart. They spread a strong fruity scent
with notes of citrus. The foliage is really amazing: dark green, glossy and
very resistant to diseases. This large flowered bush rose has an exceptional
floribundity until Frost. Height: 100/120 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, great for fragrant cut flower. VERY SCENTED!

Amour de Molene®

Adaruocal

100/120 CM

N.100/130

50 CM

2013 LYON, FR: The Most Beautiful French Rose (Maurice Carron Prize)
2013 LYON, FR: 1° Prize - Gold Medal
2013 LYON, FR: Fragrance Cup

15 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The flower, big and rich of petals, recalls the old
roses. It opens slowly and reveals a very large majestic flower (15 cm.) of
a warm salmon pink colour. The bud is made up of over a hundred petals,
quite an unusual density in modern roses! The rose spreads a strong scent
of classic rose. The dark green foliage is very resistant to diseases. Rose
bush of easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 100/120 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots.
These roses will delight you also in bouquets. VERY SCENTED!
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Anne Vanderlove®

Adaimseize

80/90 CM

N. 45

50/60 CM

15 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The bud, of a beautiful salmon orange color
is wealth and full (45 petals). Its compact bud opens very slowly then
revealing a huge and elegant rose. This warm colour stands very well on the
dark green foliage. The frangrance is strong, recalling raspberry and fruits. This rose has a compact habit and blooms from Mai until frost.
Height: 80/90 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Ideal for containers and pots.
The flower has a very good vase life of ten days, which for a fragrant garden rose is really remarkable. VERY SCENTED!

Parfum Tropical®

Nirptrop

100/120 CM

N. 30/40

50/70 CM

12 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The big flowers (30/40 petals) have an elegant
shape. The colour is enchanting: the cream pink petals have nice cherry
edges. The fragrance is amazing: fruity, with notes of passion fruit and
Maracuja. The dark green foliage is glossy and resistant to diseases.
This variety blooms from May until frost. Height: 100/120 cm.

2013 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Honour Prize of the Casino of Baden-Baden

USE. Isolated, flower beds. It’s perfect for very scented bunches.
VERY SCENTED!
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La Côte d’Emeraude®

Nirpemeraud

90/100 CM

N. 30

40 CM

14 CM

This rose is dedicated to “The Emerald Coast”, the north-western coast of
Brittany, popular for the beautiful beaches and for the Villages, rich in history
and natural beauty (Cancale, Mont Saint Michel, Saint-Malo and Dinard).
This large flowered bush rose is a mutation of the variety “Grande Classe®.” The flower (30 petals) has a romantic beautiful pink colour with peach reverse.
The plant is strong and vigorous. The young plum red foliage becomes dark green, strong and glossy, very resistant to diseases. The fragrance is very pleasant,
it reminds the raspberry and is completed by a note of classic rose. Flowering from May to frost. Height: 90/100 cm.
USE. Isolated, flower beds and cut flowers for scented bunches.
VERY SCENTED!

Sunrise®

Adalopac

70/80 CM

N. 35

60 CM

2012 LYON, FRANCE: 3° Prize - Silver Medal
2010 BAGATELLE - PARIS, FRANCE: Certificate of Merit
2010 BAGATELLE - PARIS, FRANCE: Public Award

14

14 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The big flowers (35 petals) are of a beautiful
warm bicolour: yellow with strong orange edges. The fragrance, that recalls
the red fruits is very pleasant. The dark green, strong and glossy foliage is
very resistant to diseases. It blooms from May until frost. This rose has a
regular and compact habit. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots. These roses
will delight you also in bouquets. VERY SCENTED!

Rosa del Camino de Santiago® Adabelegip

100/140 CM

N. 35

50/70 CM

14 CM

This large flowered bush rose is dedicated to the “Way of St. James” the
pilgrimage route that brings to the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela in
Spain. A route full of spirituality and history. The big bicolor flowers (35/40
petals) have cream orangepetals with carmine pink edges. Beautiful
vegetation with a dark green, glossy foliage, very resistant to diseases. This
rose is extremely floriferous and will delight you with its flowers until frost.
Height: 100/140 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps. Ideal for the very scented bouquets.
VERY SCENTED!

Marie Caroline®

2012 MADRID, SP: Prize of the Spanish Rose Association
2012 MADRID, SP: Silver Medal
2012 LE ROEULX, BE: Silver Medal

Adapanco

80/90 CM

N. 50

40 CM

15 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The big flower (50 petals), will conquer you
for its beautiful coral pink color and its fruity, citrus fragrance. This warm
colour stands very well on the dark green foliage that is very glossy,
healthy and resistant to diseases. Rose bush of easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 80/90 cm.
USE. Isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Ideal for containers and pots.
Beautiful in scented bouquets. VERY SCENTED!
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Crazy Fashion®

90/120 CM

N. 50/60

60/70 CM

2011 LYON, FR:“Fragrance Cup”
2010 BADEN-BADEN, DE:“Fragrance Prize”
2010 MONZA, IT:“Fragrance Prize” - Crown of Queen Teodelinda
2010 ROMA, IT: Bronze Medal
2010 ROMA, IT:“Fragrance Prize”

Nirpcrazyht

12/13 CM

Large flowered bush rose, attractive and big bud (50/60 petals) with a
wonderful color: fuchsia-pink, white striped. The flowers are carried by a
bush with dark green and glossy foliage. This large flowered bush rose, of an
exceptional floribundity, will delights us by its big and beautiful flowers that
progressively spreads a pleasant, strong, fruity perfume. Very resistant rose
bush of easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 90/120 cm.
USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Perfect for beautiful cut flowers.
VERY SCENTED!

Vintage®

Saubrige

60/70 CM

N.80

50 CM

2008 GENEVE, CH: Certificate of Merit - Fl
2006 GENEVE, CH: Silver Medal - Ht
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12/13 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. The big and full flowers (80 petals) are
of a cherry red colour. The prune young foliage turns into dark green and
is very resistant to all rose plant diseases. The rose bush has got a regular
vegetation. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Long lasting cut flowers!
VERY SCENTED!

Parfum Royal®

Adaborop

90/100 CM

N. 35

40/60 CM

13 CM

Mutation of the super variety “Grande Classe®”. Large flowered bush rose
(35 petals) with a very nice bud of an unsual two-tone color: pink with silver
reverse. The flowers, really very scented, are carried by a rose bush with a
glazed dark green foliage. The contrast of the flowers with the dark green
glossy foliage is really beautiful. Flowering from May until frost. The plant is
strong and the foliage is very healthy. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 90/100 cm.
USE: clumps, flower beds and cut flowers for nice bunches.
VERY SCENTED!

Blue Girl®

2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT:“Fragrance Prize” - 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2011 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - Ht
2011 MADRID, ES: Silver Medal
2010 AVIGNON (Alterarosa), FR:“Public Award” - 3° Prize
2010 MONZA, IT:“Mention for Fragrance”
2009 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit - Ht
2009 BAGATELLE, FR:“Children’s Favourite” - Heart Cup
2009 NANTES (Floralies), FR: Gold Medal

Sautari

60/70 CM

N. 40

60 CM

10/12 CM

Large flowered bush rose, very attractive for the big bud (40 petals) that has
a beautiful cup shape and for the unique colour: lavender! Flowering from
May until frost. Strong dark green foliage, very resistant to diseases.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: isolated or in clumps, as cut flower for great bunches. This flower will
delight you by its beauty.
VERY SCENTED!

2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT:“Fragrance Prize”- 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT: 2° Prize - Ht
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Grande Classe®

80/100 CM

N. 35

50/60 CM

2006 HAMILTON, NZ:“Gifu Award for Best Fragrant Rose”
2001 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Prize
2001 MONZA, IT: Prize
2001 ROMA, IT: Prize
1995 MONZA, IT:“The Rose of the Year” - 2° Prize - Silver Medal
1994 ROMA, IT: Certificate of Merit
1993 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal
1993 GENEVE, CH:“Most Beautiful Ladies’ Rose”
1991 LYON, FR:“The Most Beautiful French Rose”
1991 NANTES, FR:“The Great International Fragrance Prize”

12/13 CM

This tea hybrid variety has got oblong-shaped flowers (35 petals) of a beautiful
dark velvet-red colour, borne on a strong plant. The young foliage is red and
then turns into a wonderful dark green of a leather texture. Two exceptional
qualities: its resistance to diseases and a great perfume that was defined by
professionals as “a fruity raspberry fragrance with a classical rosy touch that
also reminds of wine and sea scents”. Flowering from May until frost.
Height: 80/100 cm.
USE: clumps, cut flowers.
VERY SCENTED!

Isabelle Autissier®

13/14 CM

110/120 CM

What a beautiful large flowered variety. Its nice light-yellow flowers (37/38
petals) have a pink touch and will be USEd for very romantic bunches.
A delicate, strong and fruity fragrance and cup-shaped blooms will remind
you of certain magnolia flowers.The classical dark foliage is very resistant to
diseases and clothes a healthy and vigorous plant. A lot of flowers.
Height: 110/120 cm.
USE: cut flowers, clumps.
VERY SCENTED!
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Adasilthe

N. 37/38

60/70 CM

2000 BAGATELLE, FR:“AJJH Rose Prize”

Adharman

Bernadette Lafont®

Sauvachi

70/90 CM

N. 40/50

50 CM

10 CM

What a beautiful large flowered variety. Its nice fuchsia flowers (40/50 petals)
have a very attractive “belle époque” old opening. The dark green glossy
foliage is very resistant to diseases and clothes a healthy and vigorous plant.
A lot of flowers.
Height: 70/90 cm.
USE: cut flowers, clumps.
VERY SCENTED!

Elvis®

2009 LA TACITA, IT: Priize “Best of the Best”
2009 LA TACITA, IT: 1° Prize - Ht
2005 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ: Honourable Mention
2004 BAGATELLE, FR:“Fragrance Prize”
2004 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ:“Most Beatiful Fragrance”
2004 LE ROEULX, BE:“Fragrance Prize”
2004 MONZA, IT:“Mention for Fragrance”
2004 ROMA, IT: Gold Medal
2004 ROMA, IT:“Fragrance Prize”

Adablarop

70/80 CM

N. 40/45

50 CM

12 CM

Large flowered bush rose, attractive bud, white petals with a slight ivory
shadow in the centre, 40/45 petals. Fresh lemon-fruit perfume. Strong dark
green foliage, very resistant to diseases.
Height: 70/80 cm.
USE: for cut roses, isolated or in clumps. This flower will delight you by its
beauty and fragrance.
VERY SCENTED!

2004 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2004 MONZA, IT:“Journalists’ Choice” - Silver Medal
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Broceliande®

110/130 CM

N. 40/45

50/60 CM

2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT:“Fragrance Prize” - 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT: 2° Prize - Ht
2004 GLASGOW, GB: Gold Medal
2003 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit
2002 GENEVE, CH: Silver Medal
2002 MADRID, ES:“Silver Medal of the City of Madrid”
2002 MADRID, ES:“The Best Tea Hybrid”
2002 DEN HAAG, NL: 1° Class Certificate
2001 BAGATELLE, FR: Prize

Adaterhuit

11/12 CM

What a pride to have this tea hybrid variety in your garden: its fragrance, its
very resistant and «leathery» foliage and its exceptional cherry red/yellow
striped colour! Petals: 40/45.
Height: 110/130 cm.
USE: isolated or in clumps for fragrant cut flowers.
VERY SCENTED!

Yvette Horner®

Saucobol

80/90 CM

N. 30

60/70 CM

2008 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit
2005 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ:“Golden Rose of the City of Hradec Králové”
2004 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ:“The Most Beautiful Large Flowered Rose”
2004 BARCELONA, ES:“1° Prize City of Barcelone”
2004 BARCELONA, ES: 1° Prize - Ht
2004 GENEVA, CH: Certificate of Merit
2004 GENEVA, CH:“Journalists’ Choice”
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12.5 CM

Large flowered bush. The big and beautiful flowers (30 petals) have a nice
combination of colours: pink-red and cream. Healthy rose plant. Vigorous and
very resistant to diseases, with a powerful fragrance.
Height: 80/90.
USE: clumps and cut flowers for bunches.
VERY SCENTED!

Vedette®

Adafunhup

90/100 CM

N. 35/38

40 CM

12 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. The flower is very well shaped and long lasting, with
a tight heart which opens slowly in an elegant manner. The reverse of its apricot petals
(about 35/38) is of an original ochre colour. The stems are strong. The prune young foliage
turns into dark green and is very resistant to all rose plant diseases. The strong fragrance
recalls scents of red fruits. The rose bush has got a regular vegetation.
Height: 90/110 cm.
USE: in clumps or for fragrant cut flowers.
VERY SCENTED!

2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT:“Fragrance Prize”
- 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2004 ORLEANS, FR:“Gold Medal of the City of Orleans”
2004 ORLEANS, FR:“Fragrance Prize”
2004 SAINT ALBANS, GB: Certificate of Merit
2004 SAINT ALBANS, GB:“Fragrance Prize” (Edland Award)

Golden Silk®

Saunel

80 CM

N. 25/30

60/70 CM

13 CM

Large flowered bush rose, yellow colour, with 25/30 petals. Unique perfume that smells like
citronella. Resistant to diseases. Flowering from May until frost.
Height: 80 cm.
USE: isolated or in clumps, great pleasure for the nose. VERY SCENTED!

Parfum de Grasse®

Adavorjap

80/90 CM

N. 44/60

50 CM

11.5 CM

Large flowered bush rose (44/60 petals) with an attractive bud and an amazing doubleface colour: cherry (external) and yellow orange (internal). Fresh lemon-fruit perfume.
Strong dark green foliage, very resistant to diseases.
Height: 80/90 cm.
USE: isolated or in clumps. This flower will delight you by its beauty and fragrance. Also for
cut roses!
VERY SCENTED!

2007 AVIGNON (Alterarosa), FR:
1° Prize “Alterarosa” (Public Award)
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Fragrant Alizee®

Adaexlya

80/90 CM

N. 25/30

50/60 CM

2003 GLASGOW, GB: Certificate of Merit
2002 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2002 MADRID, ES:“Best Fragrance” - Certificate of Merit
2002 MONZA, IT:“Journalists’ Choice”

13/14 CM

Large strong pink, velvety and ribbed flower two-tone, with yellow sunny reverse (25/30
petals) carried by a rose bush with a glazed dark green foliage. This large flowered
bush rose, of an exceptional floribundity, delights us by its lengthened buds which open
delicately and let appear a turbinate rose that, progressively with its evolution, spreads a
pleasant perfume. Very resistant rose bush of easy cultivation. Height: 80/90 cm.
USE: it will suit with bunches, you will like it in flower-beds, in clumps or with your favourite
plants. VERY SCENTED!

Evelyne Dheliat®

Sauvrima

80 CM

N. 30/35

50 CM

12 CM

Beautiful large flowered variety. The big and nice flowers (30/35 petals) of a peach
pink and salmon colour, have a strong vanilla scent. Flowering from May until frost.
The dark green foliage is very resistant to diseases and clothes a healthy and vigorous
plant. Height: 80 cm.
USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds, as cut flower for very scented bunches.
VERY SCENTED!

Jules Verne®

80/100 CM

N. 30

40/60 CM

1999 NANTES (Floralies), FR: Gold Medal
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Adecohuit

12 CM

Exceptional large flower variety with bicoloured blooms (yellow heart edged with crimson
red). Its very elegant buds delicately open into superb large flowers (around 30 petals,
12 cm. diameter) of an elliptical shape. The dark-green foliage is glossy and resistant to
diseases. Lots of blooms until winter, with a very strong and original perfume that recalls
fruit and wine flavours.
Height: 80/100 cm.
USE: cut flowers, clumps. VERY SCENTED!

Repubblica di San Marino®

Adaelseize

80/130 CM

N. 35

50/60 CM

12 CM

Wonderful large flowered bush rose, 35 petals, elegant flower (yellow with red edge)
intense lemon-fruit fragrance.The vegetation is strong and regular.The foliage, prune-green
first, becomes dark green. Very resistant to diseases, in particular black spot and mildew.
Height: 80/130 cm.
USE: clumps or isolated, ideal for perfumed cut flowers.
VERY SCENTED!

2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT:“Fragrance Prize”
- 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2011 GENOVA (Euroflora), IT: 2° Prize - Ht
2007 DEN HAAG, NL: 1° Class Certificate
2006 ORLEANS, FR:“Environment Prize” Silver Gilt Plaque

Royal Rose®

Saupacour
90/100 CM

N. 35/40

50 CM

12 CM

Large flowered bush rose, light pink colour, 35/40 petals, carried by a bush with a dark green
foliage. This large flowered bush rose, of an exceptional floribundity, will delights us by its
big and beautiful flowers that progressively spreads a pleasant perfume. Very resistant rose
bush of easy cultivation.
Height: 90/100 cm.
2008 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ: Honourable Mention - Ht

Shirley®

USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Perfect for beautiful cut flowers. VERY SCENTED!

Adarylop

90/100 CM

N. 75

50/60 CM

12/13 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. The light pink, full flowers (75 petals) have a beautiful
“romantic” shape. The prune young foliage turns into dark green and is very resistant to all
rose plant diseases. The strong fragrance recalls scents of lemon and other fruits. The rose
bush has a regular vegetation.
Height: 90/100 cm.
USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Perfect to create very scented “romantic bouquets”!
VERY SCENTED!

2009 LYON, FR:“Perfume Cup”
2008 BADEN-BADEN, DE:
“Certificate of Elegance” of the Aesthetic Jury
2008 BAGATELLE, FR:“Fragrance Prize”
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Large Flowered Bush Roses
Slightly Fragrant

T

he range NIRPALWAYS includes Hybrid Tea varieties in an amazing choice
of colours: from the most traditional to the most "trendy".The contrast of these
very coloured flowers with the dark green, very glossy foliage, is absolutely fantastic.
These elegant roses (doubles or semi-doubles) bloom mainly in solitary,or in small
groups (2/3) at the end of long, erect and usually not very thorny stems. The fragrance is slight, the flowering is very recurrent and continuous from May until frost.
These varieties have an erect, bushy shape and their height can vary from 70 to 120 cm.
The varieties of the NIRPALWAYS range are all very resistant to diseases.
USE. As background for a bordure, isolated, in clumps. These varieties look best when
massed in group of 5 to 7 plants of the same type and colour.
The varieties of the NIRPALWAYS range produce beautiful flowers that can be cut for
floral arrangements: the beauty and the colours of these roses is enjoyable in the garden and
at home!

Broadway®

Nirpway

W
NE

70/80 CM

N. 45/50

50/60 CM

12CM

Large flowered bush rose (45 petals). This variety is very special for its
shape and for the unique colour: a very particular old pink with gold reverse.
Flowering from May until frost. Strong dark green foliage, very resistant to
diseases. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, as cut flower for great bunches. Very good in containers and pots.

Burlesque®

Nirpnost

W
NE

60/70 CM

N. 35

50/60 CM

11 CM

Large flowered bush rose. The big flowers (35 petals) have an elegant shape.
The color is enchanting: the white-cream petals have nice cherry-red edges.
The dark green foliage is glossy and resistant to diseases. This variety blooms
from May until frost. Height: 60/70 cm.
USE. Isolated, flower beds. It's ideal for containers and pots.
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Pop Star®

W
NE

Nirporex

70/80 CM

N. 50/60

50/60 CM

14 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. Large yellow bi-color flower: red and
yellow. The elegant, full bud (50/60 petals) opens into a beautiful large flower
of 14 cm. diameter. The dark green foliage is glossy and resistant to diseases.
Rose bush of easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots. These roses will
delight you also in bouquets.

Leo Ferre®

Adabiterse

70/90 CM

N. 30/40

50/60 CM

2006 AVIGNON (Alterarosa), FR: 1° Prize “Alterarosa” (Public Award)
2006 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - Fl.
2006 LYON, FR: Certificate of Merit - Fl
2006 ORLEANS, FR:“Crystal Rose” (Public Award)
2005 MADRID, ES:“The Rose of year 2005”
2005 MADRID, ES:“Gold Medal of the City of Madrid”
2005 ROMA, IT: Silver Medal
2005 ROMA, IT:“Children’s Favourite”
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11.5 CM

This new tea hybrid rose is very attractive for the amazing colour of its big
(30/40 petals) flowers: the heart is white with a gold touch and the edges are
of strong carmine red. The contrast with the dark green glossy foliage is really
beautiful. Flowering from May until frost. The plant is strong and the foliage
is very healthy.
Height: 70/90 cm.
USE: clumps, flower beds and cut flowers for nice bunches.

Paco Rabanne®

Adaharlu

70/110 CM

N. 28/30

60 CM

10 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. This rose produces a lot of big (28/30
petals) flowers of a beautiful sunny colour: orange yellow-salmon.
The bush is strong and healthy, the foliage is dark green and very resistant
to diseases.
Height: 70/110 cm.
USE: in clumps or flowerbeds, and surely for nice cut flowers.

2004 LYON, FR: 1° Prize - Ht

Corrida®

Sautrared

80/90 CM

N.35/40

50 CM

12 CM

This tea hybrid variety has got big flowers (35/40 petals) of a beautiful velvetred
colour. The young foliage is red and then turns into a wonderful dark
green of a leather texture. Very good resistance to diseases. Flowering from
2006 BAGATELLE, FR:“Children’s Favourite” - Heart Cup
2006 GENEVE, CH: Silver Medal
2006 HRADEC KRALOVE, CZ:“The Most Beautiful Large Flowered Rose”
2006 DEN HAAG, NL: 2° Class Certificate
2005 LE ROEULX, BE:“The Most Beautiful Rose in 2005” (Public Award)

May until frost.
Height: 80/90 cm.
USE: isolated, in clumps. Beautiful long lasting cut flowers.

Vendee Imperiale®

Adalecob

80/90 CM

N. 35

60 CM

12/13 CM

An "Imperial" large flowered bush rose (35 petals) with a unique bright colour:
yellow-sandy inside and strong orange outside of the petals. Slight fragrance.
The foliage is very healthy. Flowering from May until frost.

1999 LYON, FR:“Grosse Jahrhundertrose” - Ht

Height: 80/90 cm.
USE: isolated, clumps, cut flowers for bunches.
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Julia®

Adalyakces

80/90 CM

N. 65

50/60 CM

11 CM

Large flowered bush. The big and beautiful flowers (65 petals) have a nice
combination of colours: white with cherry edges. Flowering from May until
frost. The foliage is dark green and glossy. Very resistant to diseases.
Height: 80/90.
USE: clumps, flowerbeds and cut flowers for bunches.

Jean Piat®

Adacorhuit

110/130 CM

N. 30/35

60 CM

13 CM

What a beautiful large flowered bush variety thanks to its opening and its size.
With a new colour: amber yellow with red edge (30/35 petals). Very good
resistance to diseases. Flowering from May until frost.
Height: 110/130 cm.
2003 BADEN-BADEN, DE:“Public Award” - 2° Place
2003 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Bronze Medal
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USE: clumps or isolated, this variety will give you gorgeous cut flowers.

Magdalena®

Adafucomy

90/110 CM

N. 58

50/60 CM

13 CM

This new tea hybrid rose is very attractive. Its long lasting and bright orange/
yellow flowers (58 petals) are borne on a strong plant, its foliage is healthy and its
fragrance recalls scents of lemon and other fresh fruit. An easy rose.
Height: 90/110 cm.
USE: clumps, flower beds and above all cut flowers for nice bunches.

Copacabana®

Adalegour

90/110 CM

N. 40

50 CM

12/13 CM

Wonderful large flowered bush rose, 40 petals, with its two coloured flowers:
intense red inside and sulphured yellow outside. Very resistant rose bush of
easy cultivation. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 90/110 cm.
USE: clumps or isolated, ideal for perfumed cut flowers.

2005 LYON, FR: Gold Medaille (Maurice Carron Pris)
2005 LYON, FR:“Die schönste Rose von Frankreich”
2003 LE ROEULX, BE: Verdienst Zertifikat
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Velvet Alibi®

Adahuin

80 CM

N. 77/85

50 CM

1996 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - Ht

13/14 CM

This dark red tea hybrid (77/85 petals) catches the attention by its colour of great class
and its exceptional resistance to diseases due to a "leather" foliage. Flowering from May
until frost.
Height: 80 cm.
USE: isolated, clumps, cut flowers.

Golden Fashion®

Nirpyelasif

60/70 CM

N. 30/35

60 CM

13 CM

Large flowered, sumptuous, pure yellow bush rose. The well turbinated flowers (30/35
petals) open harmoniously, carried by strong and rigid stems. Recurrent flowering
variety, very resistant to diseases.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: for cut roses, isolated or in clumps, this flower will delight you by its beauty.

2007 GLASGOW, GB: Silver Medal
2006 MADRID, ES: Certificate of Merit
2002 LYON, FR: Prize

Fanny Ardant®

90/110 CM

N. 30

50/60 CM

2004 BAGATELLE, FR: 2° Prize
2002 LYON, FR:“Prestige of the Rose” - Trophy
2002 LYON, FR:“The Most Beautiful French Rose”
2001 BADEN-BADEN, DE:“Most Beautiful Ladies’ Rose”
2001 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Gold Medal
2001 MONZA, IT:“The Rose of the Year” - 1° Prize - Gold Medal
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Adarocona

12 CM

This large flowered bush rose is very resistant to diseases. The sweetness of its colour
makes this variety a delicate and classy product. Recurrent flowering variety, very resistant
to diseases. Petals: 30.
Height: 90/110 cm.
USE: in clumps or flowerbeds, and surely for nice cut flowers.

Monte Carlo Country Club®

Adacopro

80/100 CM

N. 50

50 CM

12 CM

Great class for this large flowered bush rose with a tight lengthened bud with a not very
common colour. The amber yellow petals on the reverse contrast wonderfully with the dark
velvety red of the obverse. They keep theirs colours until the complete blooming of the flower (50 petals) that opens slowly. Marvellous double face variety.
The rose bush with a dull dark green foliage blooms from spring to frost, without any interruption.
Height: 80/100 cm.
USE: you will be able to use this rose bush to make original clumps or to use it as garden cut rose.

Martina Mondadori®

Adassili
100/120 CM

N. 50

60 CM

12 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. The flowers (50 petals) are of a delicate light pink
colour, sometimes with a darker pink touch.The prune young foliage turns into dark green
and is very resistant to all rose plant diseases.The rose bush has got a regular vegetation.
Height: 100/120 cm.
1997 LYON, FR:“The Most Beautiful French Rose”
1997 LYON, FR:“Prestige of the Rose” - Trophy
1993 GENEVE, CH:
“Prize of the City of Geneva” & Silver Medal

Agrocampus Ouest®

USE: isolated, in clumps, in flowerbeds. Long lasting cut flowers!

Adacokalo

100/120 CM

N. 45

50/70 CM

14 CM

Beautiful large flowered bush rose. Large yellow bi-colour flower with red edges. The
elegant, full bud (45 petals) opens into a beautiful large flower of 14 cm. diameter. The
dark green foliage is glossy and resistant to diseases. Rose bush of easy cultivation. It
blooms from May until frost. Height: 100/120 cm.

2011 AVIGNON, FR: 3° Prize

USE. Isolated or in clumps, very good in containers and pots.
These roses will delight you also in bouquets.
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T

Cluster Flowered
Bush Roses

he range NIRPESPACE includes varieties of polyanthas type (cluster flowers) in
a very wide choice of colours. Their flowering stalks bloom repeatedly with a plethora of semi-double or double roses that comes in bouquets (clusters) of 10/15 flowers. The
dark green, very shiny foliage is ful and providesa marvellous background to the flowers.
Very good resistance to diseases.
Their growing habit is compact and their height between 60 and 90 cm.
USE. The varieties of the NIRPESPACE range are very easy to be integrated into the
landscape thanks to their narrow shape and will be the stars of small, sunny flowerbeds
in association with other plants with complimentary colours. These varieties will produce
many beautiful roses, ideal to be cut and used to create “romantic bouquets”.
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Baby Blue®

Nirpvlet

W
NE

70/80 CM

N. 20/22

45/50 CM

6 CM

A very charming fuchsia pink cluster flowered bush rose, with yellow stamens
in evidence (20/22 petals). The very compact and strong plant, with dark
green foliage, resists well to diseases. It blooms abundantly until winter.
Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders, hedges. Very good in containers and pots.

La Rose Des Impressionnistes®

2019 BARCELONA, ES: Best Fragrance - Perfume Masters Jury

Adareviday

W
NE

60/70 CM

N. 35

40/50 CM

8 CM

Marvellous cluster flowered bush rose variety with beautiful flowers (35
petals) of a salmon orange color with yellow stripes. The upright plant has
an abundant glossy-green foliage and high resistance to disease. The full
clusters bloom from May until frost and are slightly scented. Height: 60/70 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders, hedges, good in containers and pots.
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W
NE

Purple Breeze®

Nirprap

70/80 CM

N. 25/30

50 CM

10/11 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose of a unique color: purple violet. The big (25/30
petals) and numerous flowers are of a beautiful romantic shape. The plant is
dense, strong and the dark-green foliage is very resistant to disease. Regular
and compact. It blooms from May until frost. Height: 70/80 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders. It’s ideal for containers and pots.

W
NE

Favola®

Nirpfairy

70/80 CM

N. 60/70

50 CM

10/11 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose. The big (60 petals) and numerous flowers are of a
beautiful deep pink color. The plant is dense, strong and the dark-green foliage
is very resistant to disease. Regular and compact. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders. It’s ideal for containers and pots.
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Rosemantic Pink®

Sauvalet

W
NE

60/70 CM

N. 80

40 CM

8 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose. The baby pink color is really soft and the
shape of the flowers (80 petals) is very romantic. This rose is absolutely
unique for its shape that reminds a peony! This rose spreads an intense and delicious fragrance. The foliage is very resistant to diseases. Regular and compact
habit. The full clusters bloom from May until frost.
Height: 60/70 cm. USE. For clumps, hedges, and also cut flowers. It’s ideal for containers and pots.

Rosemantic Cream®

W
NE

Saumityl
60/70 CM

N. 80/90

40/50 CM

8 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose. The big (80 petals) and numerous flowers of a
sweet cream color, have a beautiful “romantic” shape. Intense fruity scent.
The plant is dense, and the dark-green foliage is very resistant to disease.
Regular and compact. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders

Rosemantic Red®

Nirpren

W
NE

60/80 CM

N. 55

40/50 CM

12 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose. The big (55 petals) and numerous flowers
are of a beautiful red color. The plant is dense, regular, compact and the
dark-green foliage is very resistant to disease. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 60/80 cm.
USE. Clumps, borders, flowerbeds and also for beautiful “romantic bouquet”. It’s ideal for containers and pots.
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Hermitage®

Saucabou

80 CM

N. 60/70

50 CM

8 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose. The white and pink colour is really soft and
the shape of the flowers (60/70 petals) is very romantic. The plant is
vigourous and dark green foliage is very resistant to diseases. The full
clusters bloom from May until frost. Height: 80 cm.
USE: for clumps, hedges, and also cut flowers.

Scented Whisper®

Adabaluc

70/110 CM

N. 22/26

60 CM

8 CM

Cluster blooms of peach-apricot pastel flowers (22/26 petals). A wonderfully intense and
voluptuous fragrance that reminds of exotic fruit flavours with a lemon touch. This nice and
strong perfume will remain even in case of rain. The bushy plant has a splendid purple foliage
that turns into dark-green glossy colour. Flowering a lot from May until frost. Height: 70/110 cm.
USE: hedges, clumps or isolated, according to the space available. VERY SCENTED!

1999 MADRID, ES: Bronze Medal

Indiane®

Sauraline

50/60 CM

N. 35/40

50 CM

2006 LE ROEULX, BE: Gold Medal
2006 DEN HAAG, NL: 2° Class Certificate

8 CM

Shiny pure yellow clusters of beautiful flowers (35/40 petals) with a
nice shaped opening, carried on a plant of dense dark green glossy
foliage. Bushy, strong and very resistant to diseases. This variety will
continue blooming in profusion from May until frost.
Height: 50/60 cm.
USE: isolated, clumps, borders, also as cut flowers.
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Chateaubriand®

Adacaner

100/120 CM

N. 35

50/70 CM

12 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose.The big (35 petals) and numerous flowers are
of a beautiful orange colour. The plant is dense, stronge and vigourous
and the dark-green foliage is very resistant to disease.
It blooms from May until frost. Height: 110/120 cm.
USE: clumps, borders, flowerbeds and also for beautiful “romantic bouquet”.

2011 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit
2009 ROMA, IT: Bronze Medal

Frenesie®

Adarifer
100/120 CM

N. 52/58

50/60 CM

11/12 CM

Marvellous cluster flowered bush rose variety with big (52/58 petals) yellow-salmon flowers with
carmine red edges. The upright plant has an abundant glossy-green foliage and high resistance
to disease. The full clusters bloom from May until frost and are slightly scented.
Height: 100/120 cm.
USE: clumps, borders, hedges, cut flowers.
2007 ORLEANS, FR:“Cristal Rose” (Public Award )
2007 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit
2006 LYON, FR: Certificate of Merit
2005 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - Ht

Roseraie du Chatelet®

Sauban

80 CM

N. 40/50

70 CM

9.5 CM

Cluster flowered bush variety, intense pink flowers (around 40/50 petals)
The plant is strong and the dark green foliage is very resistant to disease.
Flowering a lot from May until frost.
Height: 80 cm.
USE: isolated, clumps, borders, flowerbeds.

2002 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit
1999 BADEN-BADEN, DE:“Honour Prize of the City of Zweibrücken”
1999 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal
1999 ROMA, IT: Silver Medal
1999 SAVERNE, FR: Certificate of Merit
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Cocarde®

Sauvamar

60/70 CM

N. 55/60

10 CM

50 CM

2007 GENEVE, CH:“Most Beautiful Ladies’ Rose”
2007 GENEVE, CH:“Prize of the State of Geneva”
2007 GENEVE, CH: Gold Medal
2007 LE ROEULX, BE: Certificate of Merit
2007 SAVERNE, FR: Certificate of Merit

La Royale de Mulhouse®

Cluster flowered bush rose. The big (55/60 petals) and numerous
flowers have a beautiful “romantic” shape. The plant is dense,
and the dark-green foliage is very resistant to disease. It blooms from May until
frost. Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: clumps, borders and also for beautiful “romantic bouquet”.
Saulina

60/70 CM

N. 35/40

50 CM

12 CM

Cluster flowered bush rose with an exceptional strength and an abundant production.
This variety will charm you by its flowering as well as the beauty and the quantity of its white
ivory flowers (35/40 petals). A rare resistance to diseases thanks to its glazed dark green foliage.
The full clusters bloom from May until frost.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: for hedges, borders, rockeries.

Giliane®

Sauvami

70 CM

N. 70

50 CM

9.5 CM

Cluster flowered bush roses. The dark green foliage highlights its
pink flowers (70 petals). This variety starts blooming early and will
continue through the year. The plant is strong and dark green foliage
is very resistant to diseases.
Height: 70 cm.
USE: for hedges, borders, clumps.
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Alix de Vergy®

Sauvritral

60/70 CM

N. 30/35

9.5 CM

50 CM

What a splendid cluster flowered bush rose variety, with its double flowers
(30/35 petals) of an intense yellow colour which does not fade! Flowering
from May until frost. Its marvellous foliage is very resistant to diseases.
Height: 60/70 cm.
USE: clumps, borders, flowerbeds.

2007 BADEN-BADEN, DE: “Golden Rose of Baden-Baden”
2007 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Gold Medal - Fl

Marjolaine®

Sauniber

90 CM

N. 70

60 CM

10 CM

Cluster flowered bush, very hardy and vigorous, it draws the attention by the beauty of its dark
foliage, the salmon-champagne pastel colour and the light perfume of its flowers (70 petals)
in bunches. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 90 cm.
USE: isolated or in clumps, a beautiful effect.

Parfum d’Orleans®

Saunalid

70 CM

N. 60/70

50 CM

13 CM

Cluster flowered rose bush. The beautiful peach-salmon flowers are full
(60/70 petals) and of a very “romantic English shape”. Flowering from
May until frost. The plant is healthy thanks to the dark green foliage, very resistant to diseases. It blooms from May until frost.
Height: 70 cm.
USE: isolated, clumps, borders. As cut flowers for the creation of very scented “romantic bouquet”.
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T

Shrub Roses
and Ground Cover Roses

he range NIRPAYSAGE includes the so called “shrub” (large and medium size)
and ground cover rose varieties. The characteristics of the varieties of the NIRPAYSAGE range (dark green hardy foliage, resistance to diseases, minimum maintenance, very
abundant and recurrent flowerings from May until frost) make them absolutely ideal for the
URBAN LANDSCAPE. The shrub varieties of the NIRPAYSAGE range, will surprise you for
their very abundant, repeated and recurrent blooming, from May till frost. These flowerings
are a real “explosion of colours” given by a multitude of little flowers (semi-double or simple).
These varieties have an erect or curved bushy shape (according to the variety) and their
height can vary from 70 to 150 cm. The dark green foliage, full and dense is also very
hardy, this make these varieties particularly disease resistant.
USE. Thanks to their prickly branches, they make excellent defensive hedges at the end
of the lawn for example, when used as background. Shrub roses also look magnificent in
groups and make ideal foundation plants at the front of a house. They can also be used to
create a centre of interest in a mixed flower bed with annuals, perennials and/or shrubs.
Tall shrub roses make a good screen or backdrop. They do well in difficult places and can
prevent soil erosion. The ground cover roses of the NIRPAYSAGE range, produce long,
soft stems covered with luxurious, dark green foliage that contrasts with magnificent small
flowers. These varieties are very abundant bloomers, from May until frost. They are very
disease resistant and need only minimum maintenance. Their average growth varies between 30 and 80 cm. and their carpet-like, dense shape, combined with a layer of mulch,
prevents weed development.
USE. They can be used to define and soften borders, hide the bases of higher plants, hang
down from a low wall to create a cascade effect or in beds. Ground cover roses of the
NIRPAYSAGE range are also ideal at the front of a flower bed or over the top of a little wall.
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Red Maya®

Adatrereso

W
NE

40/50 CM

N. 35/40

40 CM

9/10 CM

With a bright and luminous red color, this shrub has clustered flowers
of a nice cup-shape (around 35/40 petals) that bloom until frost. Great
dark green foliage that clothes an healthy plant. Very regular and compact. Height: 60/80 cm.
USE. For hedges, borders, clumps. It is ideal in containers and pots.

2018 BAGATELLE, FR: Children’s Favourite
2016 LYON, FR: International Jury Prize - Floribunda
2016 LE ROEULX, BE: Silver Medal

White Angel®

Adadiamaq
60/70 CM

W
NE

40 CM
N. 22/24

8/10 CM

Shrub rose variety with white, flat flowers (22/24 petals) with yellow stamens in evidence, that
bloom in big clusters. The contrast of the flowers with the very dark-green foliage is very nice. The
large and bushy upright plant is strong and very resistant to disease. Blooms will come in profusion
from May until frost. Height: 60/70 cm.
USE. For hedges, borders, clumps. Also in containers and pots

2017 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Bronze Medal
2016 ROMA, IT: Gold Medal
2016 LYON, FR: Certificate of Merit

Crazy Maya®

Adacompastrif

W
NE

40/50 CM

N. 26/28

40 CM

9/10 CM

What a pride to have this shrub rose variety in your garden. This variety
has beautiful flowers (26/28 petals) of a beautiful color: cherry red
cream striped! It is very resistant thanks to its dark green «leathery» foliage. The plant is regular and very compact. This variety blooms from May until frost.
Height: 40/50 cm. USE. Isolated, hedges, borders, in clumps. It is ideal in containers and pots.
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Fiesta Flamenca®

70/80 CM

N. 14/16

70/90 CM

9 CM

Nirpayred

Landscape rose. Big quantity of nice clusters that have got many
flowers (simple, 14/16 petals): you can be sure you will have
flowers in your garden most of the year (until the frost). It is an “easy” rose shrub bush
as it is very much resistant to diseases. Its red vermilion fluorescent flowering is a
delight. This rose bush will be your garden’s reference thanks to its bright colour!
Height: 70/80 cm. Width: 70/90 cm.
USE: clumps or hedges, landscape and open spaces.

2007 DEN HAAG, NL:“Public Award”
2007 DEN HAAG, NL: Bronze Certificate
2005 DEN HAAG, NL: Certificate of Reccomendation
2002 LYON, FR: Prize
2002 ORLEANS, FR: Certificate of Merit

France Bleu®

Adabuco

70/90 CM

N. 26

60 CM

8.5 CM

Very good and resistant landscape cluster flowered bush rose, 26 petals.
An eye-catching purple cyclamen flower colour with a violet-like fragrance.
Height: 70/90 cm. Width: 60 cm.
USE: for hedges, borders, rockeries, landscape.
2003 GLASGOW, GB: Certificate of Merit
1998 LYON, FR:“Prestige of the Rose” Prize
1998 LYON, FR:“The Most Beautiful French Rose”
1998 LYON, FR: 1° Prize - Gold Medal
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Pink Harmonie®

Nirpaypink

N. 14/16

60/70 CM

Beautiful shrub rose variety. The many simple flowers (15 petals)
of a tender porcelain-pink colour will make you believe that a
bouquet has just been made for you. What a magnificence to see all these well-shaped
buds (14/16 per stem!) that will bloom continuously until winter. Resistant rose bush
with a dark green foliage. Very good resistance to diseases.
Height: 60/70 cm. Width: 70/80 cm.

70/80 CM

6/7 CM

USE: hedges, borders, clumps, landscape and open spaces.
2009 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal
2008 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - 2 place - Fl
2008 LYON, FR: Certificate of Merit
2007 GENEVE, CH: 3° Prize - Certificate of Merit

Poulidor®

Adasundi

80 CM

N. 20

70 CM

6 CM

Absolutely new! An original landscape rose bush with its three-colour flowers: yellow,
orange and pink. Petals: 20. Very good resistance to diseases thanks to its glossy
foliage. It blooms continuously until winter.
Height: 80 cm. Width: 70 cm.
USE: for hedges, borders, clumps.
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Ville de Caen®

90/150 CM

N. 15

50/70CM

8 CM

Adaromaq

Shrub rose variety with velvet red flowers (15/17 petals) that
bloom in big clusters. The contrast of the flowers with the very
dark-green foliage is very nice. The large and bushy upright plant is strong and very resistant to disease. Blooms
will come in profusion from May until frost.
Height: 90/150 cm. Width: 50/70 cm.
USE: for hedges, borders, clumps.

2003 MADRID, ES: Certificate of Merit
2003 MONZA, IT:“The Rose of the Year” - 1° Prize - Gold Medal

Rock’n’Rose®

Adafitalu

100/110 CM

N. 15

70/80 CM

6 CM

Shrub rose variety. The beautiful cream/pink simple flowers (15 petals), bloom
in clusters. The flowering is very abundant and continuous. The plant is dense and
vigorous, its leaves are very dark-green and very resistant to disease.
Height: 100/110 cm. Width: 70/80 cm.
2008 LYON, FR:“Great Rose of the Century” - Fl.
2008 MADRID, ES: Certificate of Merit
2008 MONZA, IT: Silver Medal
2007 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal
2007 LE ROEULX, BE: Gold Medal
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USE: hedges, borders, clumps.

Pays d’Iroise®

Adapolred

80/110 CM

N. 24

7.5 CM

50/60 CM

Shrub rose variety with big velvet red flowers (24 petals) that bloom in
clusters. Beautiful the contrast between the multitude of red flowers and
the dark green foliage. The large and bushy upright plant is strong and very resistant to disease.
Blooms will come in profusion from May until frost.
Height: 80/110 cm. Width: 50/60 cm.

2005 LYON, FR: 1° Prize
2004 MONZA, IT: 3° Prize - Silver Medal

USE: for hedges, borders, clumps.

Petit Bonheur®
90/150 CM

Adacecmar

60 CM
N. 30/35

4 CM

This shrub rose variety is simply lovely. Its soft and long branches are almost thorn less and
bend under the weight of the numerous little pure pink flowers that burst out in spray all along
its structure. The green tender leaves are in a perfect harmony with its flowers colour. This rose is
resistant to diseases.
Height: 90/150 cm. Width: 60 cm.
USE: clumps, rockeries, isolated, open spaces.

1998 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal

Alsace®

Pektarampe

80/100 CM

N. 5

80/100 CM

6/7 CM

A large shrub rose, with light red flowers, golden-yellow stamens and few
petals (around 5). The plant, which has got arched branches, is vigorous
and resistant to diseases. Its foliage is dense and healthy. Continuous flowering. Height: 80/100 cm and more. Width: 80/100 cm. and more.
USE: gardens, landscape and open spaces.
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Pink Floriland®

A super ground cover variety with an exceptionl quantity of fuchsiapink clustered flowers (25/30 petals). The vigorous spreading
plant has a dark green foliage, very resistant to diseases.
It blooms continuously from May until frost.

40/60 CM

N. 25/30

120/150 CM

Nirpiland

6 CM

Height: 40/60 cm. Width: 120/150 cm.
USE: rockeries, isolated, landscape and open spaces.

2013 LYON, FRANCE: 4° Prize
2012 LE ROEULX, BE: Silver Medal

Jean Monnet®

Pekcram

30/50 CM

N. 25

50/60 CM

6.5 CM

A charming fuchsia-pink cluster flowered ground cover, with buds opening into starshaped flowers (25 petals).
The very compact and strong plant, with a light green foliage, grows outwards (almost
hemispherical) and resists well to diseases.
It blooms abundantly until winter. Height: 30/50 cm. Width: 50 cm.
USE: clumps, borders, pots, landscape and open spaces.
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Gladys®

Adabourgrud

60 CM

N. 45

6.5 CM

80/100 CM

Beautiful ground cover variety with a bright, dark green foliage on which
appears a very big blooming with coral pink colour. Petals: 45.
Height: 60 cm. Width: 80 cm.
USE: for rockeries, borders, little hedges, landscape and open spaces.

Rose d’Annecy®
60/70 CM

Adafetap N°2

80/100 CM
N. 14

6.5 CM

A ground cover rose that blooms continuously and in profusion from May until frost. The many
little flowers (14 petals) are of a pure pink colour at the opening, with nice prominent yellow
stamens. They can be USEd for bride bouquets. Very vigorous plant that is particularly resistant
to disease. Height: 60/70 cm. Width: 80/100 cm.
USE: clumps, rockeries, isolated, landscape and open spaces.
1995 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Gold Medal
1995 BADEN-BADEN, DE:“Honour Prize of VDR” (German Rose Ass.)
1995 GENEVE, CH:“Golden Rose of the City of Geneva”
1995 SAVERNE, FR: Gold Medal

Bourgogne Nirpaysage®

Adatapora N°2

40/60 CM

N. 12

50/60 CM

5.5 CM

A ground cover variety with original bright cyclamen-pink flowers that
have a flat shape (12 petals). The vigorous spreading plant has a dark
green foliage, resistant to diseases. Clusters of 5/6 flowers are continuously produced from May until frost. Height: 40/60 cm. Width: 50/60 cm.
USE: rockeries, isolated, open spaces, landscape and open spaces.
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Climbing Roses

T

he range NIRPORIZON includes climbing hybrid roses that produce a
multitude of double flowers, often fragrant, over an abundant, dark green
and glossy foliage. Their flowerings are abundant and recurrent. They have long,
flexible stems that grow from 1,50 to 5 m. long. When they’re young, the bending
stems must be attached to a support or a wall for example, to allow the rose plants
to develop lateral shoots that will bring the future bloomings. Very good resistance to
diseases.
USE. The climbing roses of the NIRPORIZON range are beautiful on a pergola,
bower, obelisk or wall. They are also very useful for masking unsightly elements in the
garden or for vertical gardening.
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Boheme®

Nirpmjp

W
NE

250+ CM

N. 35/40

60/100 CM

12 CM

This climbing rose will surprise you for its very large flowers (12/13 cm.) and
it’s new color: amber yellow with red edges. Very good resistance to diseases.
The contrast of the flowers with the dark green glossy foliage is really beautiful.
Flowering from May until frost. Height: 2,50 m. and more.
USE. Walls, fences, pillars, pergolas.

2018 ROMA, IT: Special Prize A Rose for Alice

Volare®

Adalinalu

W
NE

250 CM

N. 18/20

40/50 CM

5,5 CM

Beautiful climbing rose that produces an extraordinary quantity of rosette
shaped flowers. The contrast of the baby pink flowers (18/20 petals) with
the dark green glossy foliage is really beautiful. Very good resistance to
diseases. Flowering from May until frost. Height: 2,50 m. and more.
USE. This rose can be used on walls, fences, pillars, pergolas. It can also be
led in large bushes or as weeping roses.

2018 SAVERNE, FR: Gold Medal
2018 SNHF (Grand Prix de la Rose), FR: 1° Prize - Gold Medal - Clg
2017 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2014 LYON, FR: 1° Prize - Climbing Roses
2014 MADRID, ES: Gold Medal
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Adadenoj

300/400 CM

Golden Age®

100/150 CM
N. 10

6 CM

This climbing rose is the result of 10 years of breeding and many other years of selections.The small yellow flowers are made of ten petals and have
a slight honey scent. The bloomings are spectacular thank to the really huge clusters (from 20 to 60 small flowers each). It blooms early and than
continues all summer and it blooms again gently in Fall. The green foliage is strong. Good resistantance to diseases. Height: 350/400 cm.
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2014 LE ROEULX, BE: Silver Medal
2014 ORLEANS, FRANCE: Certificate of Merit
2013 MADRID, SP: Certificate of Merit
2013 BAGATELLE, FR: Certificate of Merit
2011 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Honour Prize of the City of Zweibrücken
2011 BADEN-BADEN, DE: Silver Medal

USE. This rose can be used on walls, fences, pillars and can decorate
pergolas. It can also be used as a weeping rose, thanks its flexible
branches. This variety is a real novelty: there is no yellow climbing like
this on the market, at the moment.

Easy Fashion®

Nirpwow

220 CM

N. 40

60/100 CM

8 CM

Beautiful climbing rose.The shape of the flowers recalls the old roses.
The color is hot pink, white striped. The contrast of the flowers with
the dark green glossy foliage is really beautiful. Very good resistance
to diseases. Flowering from May until frost. Height: 220 cm.
USE. This rose can be used on fences, pillars, pergolas.
It can also be led in large bushes or as weeping roses.

Happy Dance®

Adaphyri

250/350 CM

N. 15

100/120 CM

7 CM

This climbing rose will surprise you for its very large and very long lasting
flowering that starts in May and lasts until hard frost (the last two years
there were still flowers at Christmas!). Its semi-double flowers (15 petals)
are of an unusual copper-orange yellow colour. Good resistantance to
diseases. Height: 250/350 cm.
USE. Its flexible branches are suitable for all forms: on walls, pergolas,
pillars, fences. It can also be led in large semi-weeping bushes.

2014 MONZA, IT: The rose of "Airosa" members 2013
2013 ORLEANS, FR: Golden Rose of the City of Orleans
2013 MADRID, SP: Prize of the Spanish Rose Association
2013 MADRID, SP: 2° Prize - Silver Medal
2013 MONZA, IT: Gold Medal
2012 MADRID, SP: Diploma of the City of Madrid
2012 MADRID, SP: Gold Medal
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Adabaring

250/300 CM

Red Flame®

100/150 CM
N.35

12 CM

This climbing rose has double flowers (35 petals) of a beautiful velvet red colour. Two exceptional qualities: its resistance to diseases (thanks to
the very glossy dark-green foliage) and a great perfume that was defined by professionals as “a fruity raspberry fragrance with a classical rosy
touch that also reminds of wine and sea scents”. Flowering from May
until frost.
Height: 2,50 m. and more.
2012 PALMERSTON - NZ: Prize “Gold Star of the South Pacific”
2012 PALMERSTON - NZ:“June Hocking Fragrance Award”
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USE: walls, fences, pillars, pergolas.
VERY SCENTED!

Nirparf

250/300 CM

Parfum Royal Clg®

100/150 CM
N.35

12 CM

Mutation of “Parfum Royal®”. This climbing rose has big flowers (35 petals) of an unsual two-tone color: pink with silver reverse. Two exceptional
qualities: its resistance to diseases (thanks to the very glossy dark-green foliage) and a great perfume, strong and fruity.The contrast of the flowers
with the dark green glossy foliage is really beautiful. Flowering from
May until frost.
2012 LYON, FRANCE: 1° Prize
Height: 2,50 m. and more.
2012 BAGATELLE - PARIS, FRANCE: Certificate of Merit
USE: walls, fences, pillars, pergolas.
VERY SCENTED!

2012 ORLEANS, FRANCE: Certificate of Merit
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Miniature Roses

L

he range NIRPATIO includes miniature roses with dark green very glossy foliage
that is smaller than in other rose families, but very abundant. The small, full flowers,
grouped into clusters of 3 to 11 heads, are very beautiful. The flowering is abundant and
recurrent. These varieties are very hardy, usually very resistant to diseases and need just
a minimum manteinance. Their dense shape is bushy and compact
and the tallest growing varieties don’t go beyond 50 cm.
USE. The miniature roses of the NIRPATIO range will aloow allow the gardener, with
only a limited area to work, to adapt them to the landscape. They are perfect for small,
sunny flowerbeds, at the edges of walkways or low walls or as low hedges. They are beautiful on a deck or around a pool.
These miniature roses can be grown in pots: ideal to colour a terrace.
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Miami®

Adazombor

30/40 CM

N. 43

5,5 CM

30 CM

This miniature floribunda variety abundantly produces nice flowers
(around 43 petals) of a strong fire-orange colour, with a salmon-pink
touch. When the flower opens, it will remind you of a Zinnia flower. Its
foliage is exceptionally vigorous and resistant to diseases. An amazing contrast between the matte-green foliage and the “fire” colour of the blooms. Exceptional
quantity of flowers.
Height: 30/40 cm. Width: 30 cm.
USE: small clumps, borders, rockeries and pots.

Portofino®
40 CM

Adamibros

40 CM
N. 35/40

5.5 CM

Very rustic and prolific flowered miniature rosebush with a beautiful contrast between the very
dark green foliage and its white and pink flowers (35/40 petals). Continuous flowering from May
until frost.
Height: 40 cm. Width: 40 cm.
USE: for balconies, borders, clumps and pots.
2005 LYON, FR: 1° Prize
2004 GENEVE, CH: Silver Medal

Roma®

Joerger

30/40 CM

N. 20

40 CM

5 CM

This miniature floribunda variety produces a multitude of beautiful red
flowers (20 petals). The dark green foliage is very resistant to diseases. Continuous flowering from May until frost.
Height: 30/40 cm. Width: 40 cm.
USE: small clumps, borders, rockeries and pots.
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Suggestions for Planting and Cultivating
When:
Plant from October until May, in a sunny and open site (with at least a few hours
of sun each day) and not too close to trees (except lanscape-type rose bushes).

How:

bushes.
150 cm. for climbers.

the wall and the rose bush.

Then:

rose bushes (shrub/landscape rose bushes do not need to be pruned unless they
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Authenticity Labels

Marketing Material
NIRP is happy to present you its NEW CORPORATE DESIGN that you will find in all the marketing supports.
At your disposal: our new Catalogue, different types of Brochures and Depliants, Varieties' Data Sheets,
Posters and the new Plastic Labels with Pictures (Chromos).

Plastic Labels with Pictures (Chromos)

Marketing Panels for CC Containers & Displays

Poster

Catalogue

Varieties' Data
Sheets

Brochures and Depliants
Web Site
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